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INFO
IMET was founded in
1988 and is one of the
pioneering companies in the
development and manufacture
of radio remote controls. The
first products were initially
designed for construction
operations and concrete
processing.

I
KRON: the new robust
and innovative radio
remote control from IMET
IMET innovates with a new remote control
for greater freedom of movement
Miriam Spada
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MET innovates… and with the
opportunity of the new M880 series, launches a new radio remote
control with an extremely ergonomic design: KRON.
The new model was realized aiming at
having the highest performance contained on a minimal size. Its ergonomics help the operator to have a greater
freedom of movement, without compromising the safety and the comfort
in the working environment.
Designed for truck-cranes with 4 to 5
functions, it also suited for other mobile applications of the industry and
construction sectors.
The KRON is equipped with a practical clip for fast hooking on the trouser
belt or pocket.
You will be surprised to discover how
easy and effortless it is to handle the
KRON; a lightweight device that’s
equipped with a compact handle,
which will make any operation easier
and comfortable.
The new model is available in three
versions: Basic, Standard and Plus,
accommodating to the customers’ request and to the desired performance
of their machines.

The Basic model is suitable for little
cranes that need simple and basic
functions; while the Standard version
incorporates all previous functions of
the M550 series. The top tier, the Plus
version, additionally, allows the lighting of the crane beacons (if present)
and features an innovation: the indication of the machine’s 90% and 100%

achieved load level by means of dedicated LEDs on the radio remote control panel.
IMET listens always to what customers have to say. It then designs tailored
products to meet these requests. Indeed, IMET’s flexibility to satisfy the
more complex requests cannot be
beaten. You may want to try it!◀
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